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a b s t r a c t

HyperGam-U was recently developed to determine uranium enrichment based on g- and X-

ray spectroscopy analysis. The XKa region of the uranium spectrum contains 13 peaks for
235U and 238U and is used mainly for analysis. To describe the X-ray peaks, a Lorentzian

broadened shape function was used, and methods were developed to reduce the number of

fitting parameters for decomposing the strongly overlapping peaks using channel-energy,

energy-width, and energy-efficiency calibration functions. For validation, eight certified

reference material uranium samples covering uranium enrichments from 1% to 99% were

measured using a high-resolution planar high-purity germanium detector and analyzed

using the HyperGam-U code. When corrections for the attenuation and true coincidence

summing were performed for the detection geometry in this experiment, the goodness of

fit was improved by a few percent. The enrichment bias in this study did not exceed 2%

compared with the certified values for all measured samples.

Copyright © 2016, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC on behalf of Korean Nuclear Society. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Uranium enrichment is one of the most important charac-

teristics of nuclearmaterials, and needs to be assessed rapidly

and accurately to strengthen nuclear nonproliferation and

safeguards. Although mass spectroscopy is the most accurate

method for analyzing uranium enrichment, a rapid nonde-

structive analysis method is required in the field. X- and g-

rays can be measured to determine the uranium enrichment

of a sample nondestructively and can be performed easily

without the time delay caused by transporting samples to the

laboratory.

The measurement of 185.7 keV g-rays emitted from 235U,

the so-called “infinite-thickness method,” is a simple enrich-

ment determination method. However, it requires

enrichment-count rate calibration under accurate control of

the detection geometry and using certified uranium standards

with different enrichments and collimators. This method is

suitable for routine analysis, such as measuring nuclear fuel

casks in nuclear fuel factories or storage. However, it is
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practically impossible to prepare reference samples with

diverse chemical compositions and geometries for nuclear

forensics or inspection at ports.

Gunnink [1], Sampson and Kelley [2], and Morel et al [3]

developed a method that uses the XKa region of the uranium

spectrum, the so-called “intrinsic efficiencymethod.” The XKa

region is useful for isotopic analysis because there is little

variation in parameters such as the detection efficiency and

peak resolution with photon energy in this narrow energy

region. Studies have used the program HyperGam to analyze

the high-purity germanium (HPGe) g-spectra [4,5]. To analyze

the uraniumXKa region, however, a new algorithm is required

to describe the X-ray peaks and to reduce the number of fitting

parameters. Tomeasure the strongly overlapping peaks in the

XKa region, a planar HPGe detector was introduced for high-

resolution spectroscopy.

Differences in the detection geometry, i.e., the chemical

composition, density, and size of uranium samples, and the

material and thickness of the sample container, alter the

attenuation of g- and X-rays. In addition, the true coincidence

summing (TCS) effect results in a counting loss for the peaks

for g-ray cascadeswith a close counting geometry. Since these

corrections for attenuation and the TCS effect are quite

complicated for a volume source geometry, this study per-

formed simpler corrections for the measurements.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Uranium XKa region

The 50e210 keV energy region of the uranium spectrum ob-

tained with a planar HPGe detector is shown in Fig. 1. The

89e101 keV energy region, the so-called XKa region, contains

13 useful g- and X-ray peaks for 235U and 238U. Enrichment of

uranium samples can be determined from an analysis of this

region. The 101e118 keV region has a similar overlapping

structure, but it is less useful because of the low photon

emission probabilities of 238U and its daughters (less than

0.04% each). Moreover, little is known of the emission prob-

abilities of thorium and protactinium X-rays tied to 235U

decay.

When secular equilibrium of a uranium sample is ach-

ieved, the activity of the uranium equals that of its daughter

nuclides. Hence g- and X-rays can be classified into three

component groups by their origin and progeny: 235U and its

daughters, 238U and its daughters, and fluorescence X-rays.

2.2. Spectrum fitting

The fitting process is performed with empirical formulae

representing the peak main, exponential tails, and back-

ground functions. Fitted values at channel J are given as

follows:

FðJÞ ¼
X
j;k

n
fj;kðJÞ þ STj;kðJÞ þ LTj;kðJÞ þ STBj;kðJÞ

o
þ SBðJÞ (1)

where fj,k is the main part function of the jth peak of the kth

component (k ¼ 235, 238, and F for U235, U238, and fluorescence

X-rays, respectively), STj,k is the short-term tail function of the

jth peak, LTj,k is the long-term tail function of the jth peak, STBj,k
is the step background function of the jth peak, and SB is the

function of the smooth background formed along the entire

analysis energy region. The shape of the g- or X-rays is mainly

described by the Gaussian or Lorentzian broadened shape,

respectively:
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where x is the channel location compared to the peak center

Pj,k (x ¼ J� Pj;k), H is the peak height, d is the peak width

Fig. 1 e The 50e210 keV energy region of the uranium spectrum for a 50% enriched CRM uranium sample. CRM, certified

reference material.
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